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Let K be a finite Galois extension of a number field F and K’ the Hilbert class 
held of K. We consider the splitting of the group extension defined by the Galois 
groups of the tower of fields Fc Kc K’. We give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the extension to split when K is an unramitied abelian extension of an imaginary 
quadratic field. We then consider the splitting of the extension for some imaginary 
biquadratic fields K. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a number field and K a finite Galois extension of F. Let G(K/F) 
be the Galois group of K over F and let K’ be the Hilbert class held of K. 
Then K’ is a Galois extension of F and we let E(K/F) denote the group 
extension: 
(1) + G(K’/K) + G(K’/F) + G(K/F) + (1). 
We consider the problem of when this extension splits. It is known that 
@K/F) splits when F= Q and K is a cyclic extension of Q. In [13], 
Wyman gives an example where E(K/F) does not split for K an abelian 
extension of Q. Let Kg be the genus class field of K relative to F and Kc 
the central class field of K relative to F. In Cornell and Rosen [2], it is 
shown that a necessary condition for E(K/F) to split is that Kg = Kc. In 
this paper, we will give another proof of this result and show that this 
condition is not sufftcient, not even for abelian extensions of Q. 
We will also give necessary and sufficient conditions for E(K/F) to split 
if F is an imaginary quadratic field and K is an unramilied abelian exten- 
sion of F. This will lead to examples where E(K/Q) does not split when K 
is an abelian extension of Q and will include Wyman’s example in [ 131. 
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If p is a prime number, we consider the group extension: 
(1) + G(K’(P)/K) + G(K’(p)/F) + G(K/F) + (l), 
where K’(p) is the p-Hilbert class field of K, i.e., the maximal unramified 
abelian p-extension of K. We’ll denote this extension by E, (K/F). 
It is easy to see that if E(K/F) splits, then E,(K/F) splits for all primes 
p. Conversely, if E, (K/F) splits for those primes p which divide 1 G( K/F)1 , 
then E(K/F) splits. 
For any finite group G and G-module A, we let H”(G, A), n E Z, denote 
the Tate cohomology groups. In particular, @(G, A)= AGINA and 
HP’(G, A) = NA/ZGA, where N: A -+ A is the norm map, NA = ker N, and 
Z,A is the submodule of A generated by elements of the form da/a, where 
a E A, c E G. For any group B, B” will denote its commutator subgroup. If 
B is an abelian group and p a prime, B(p) will denote the p-primary part 
of B and for any integer n, B,= {x~Blx”= 1). 
If F is a field, Cl, will denote the ideal class group of F, E, the group 
of units of F, and h(F) the class number of F. 
1 
Let G = G(K/F), A = G(K’/K), and U = G(K’/F). So we are considering 
the group extension E( K/F): (1) + A -+ U -+ G + (1). (Note that A is 
isomorphic to Cl,.) It is easy to see that G(K’/K,) = CI’n A and 
G(K’/K,) = [U, A], where [U, A] is the subgroup of u’ generated by 
commutators of the form uau-‘a-‘; u E U, a E A. (Note that if G is abelian, 
then u” c A since G acts on A by conjugation.) 
Let 01 E H’(G, A) be the cohomology class associated with the extension 
E(K/F). The cup product with CI induces maps 
ct*:H-2(G,Z)=G/G’-+Zf’(G, A) 
and 
a**: ZY-~(G, Z) + H-‘(G, A). 
Let v: U/UC + AC be the verlagerung map and v’ the restriction of v to 
A/( u’ n A). Then u’ is just the map induced by the norm map N: A + A. 
We let J= ker v’. 
LEMMA 1.1. The following diagram is commutative with exact rows and 
columns. 
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(1) (1) (1) 
I I I 
(I)--- J ---+keru---+ ker CC* - (1) 
I I i 
(l)--+ A/(U’n A)- 
I 
u/v’---+ G/G’ - (1) 
1” 
I 
1( 
I 
a* 
(I)----+ i+A -A 
G --+H”(G,A)--+ (1) 
I 
(1) 
Proof. This result follows from Proposition 5.2.6 in [12] plus the snake 
lemma to make the top row exact. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. There is an exact sequence Hp3(G, 2) s 
H-‘(G,A)& A/(U”nA)+A’+@(G,A)+(l). Moreover im l=Jand 
ker I.=(VnA)/[U, A]=G(K,/K,). 
Proof. Since G acts on A by conjugation, Z,A = [U, A]. We define 
1 to be the natural map; i.e., n(aZ, A) = a( U‘ n A) for a E NA. Since U’ is 
induced by the norm map, we have im I = ker u’= J. It follows from 
Proposition 5.2.3 in [12] that im tl ** = ( U' n A)/[ U, A] which clearly 
equals ker 1. The rest of the exactness is clear. By remarks above, 
ker A = G(K,/K,). 
Remark. If G is cyclic, then it is well known that lu, = KC. Hence R is 
one-to-one when G is cyclic. This fact also follows from the next lemma, 
which can be proved using elementary group theory. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let U be a finite group and A a normal subgroup of U such 
that UJA is cyclic. Then [U, A] = UC. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose E(K/F) splits. Then Kg = K, and ker v/J is 
isomorphic to G/G”. In particular, ) ker v ( = ( Jj 1 G/G’ 1. 
Proof. If E(K/F) splits, then CL** is trivial. So I is one-to-one and hence 
K,= KC. The other result follows from Lemma 1.1 and the fact that CC* is 
trivial. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let G be a finite nilpotent group and A a finite G-module. Zf 
H”(G, A) = (1) for some integer n, then H”(G, A) = (1) for every integer m. 
Ml!42’3-8 
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ProoJ By dimension shifting and reducing to the p-power case, the 
lemma follows from Satz 1 in [S]. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Suppose G is nilpotent (in particular abelian). If 
K, = KC and J= (1 ), then E(K/F) splits. 
Proof It follows from Proposition 1.2 that H-‘(G, A) = (1). Hence by 
Lemma 1.5, H’(G, A) = (1). Therefore tl = 1 and E(K/F) splits. 
PROWSITION 1.7. Suppose G is cyclic. Then E( K/F) splits if and only if 
(keru(=IJ((GI. 
Proof: Suppose ( ker u ) = ) JI 1 G ( . Then, by Lemma 1.1, c1* is trivial, 
Since the cohomology of G is periodic, the map Z$‘(G, Z) + H2(G, A) 
induced by CI is trivial. But @(G, Z) is cyclic of order 1 G 1 and a generator 
gets mapped to IX. Thus tl = 1 and E(K/F) splits. The converse is immediate 
from Corollary 1.4 above. 
COROLLARY 1.8. If G is cyclic and the oerlagerung map v is trivial, then 
E( K/F) splits. 
2 
In this section we will assume that K is an unramified abelian extension 
of F. Again we let G = G(K/F). In this case, K, = F’, the Hilbert class field 
of F, and the verlagerung map v is just the mapj: Cl, -+ Cl, induced by the 
lifting of ideals from F to K. Also, we have kerjz H’(G, EK). (See Iwasawa 
c71.1 
Let B = G(F’/K). Then by class field theory, B can be identified with the 
group .N,, Cl, where NKIF: Cl, + Cl, is induced by the norm map on 
ideals. 
Note that jo N,,= N: A +A (identifying A with Cl,) and that 
J= kerj n B, the ideal classes of B which become trivial in Cl,. 
We can now restate some of the results of Section 1 in this context. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be an unramtjied abelian extension of F. 
(1) Zf F’ = KC and no ideal class of B becomes trivial in CIK, then 
E( K/F) splits. 
(2) rf G is cyclic and every ideal class of Cl, becomes trivial in Cl,, 
then E(K/F) splits. 
(3) If K is the Hilbert class field of F, then E(K/F) splits if and only 
if KC = F’. 
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Note. Part (2) is proven in Gold [6] and (3) is a generalisation of 
Corollary 3 in [6]. 
If F is a number field whose ideal class group is cyclic, it is easy to 
determine ker j and J. Specifically, we have: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F be a number field such that Cl, is cyclic. Let K be an 
unramified abelian extension of F of degree n. Let m be the degree of the 
extension F’ over K. Then ker j = (Cl,), and J= B,. In particular, 1 ker j( = n 
and ) J\ = (n, m), where (n, m) denotes the greatest common divisor of n 
and m. 
Proof Since G is cyclic, 1 ker jl is divisible by 1 G 1 = n. Since ker jz 
H’(G, EK), every element of ker j is killed by n. The lemma now follows 
easily. 
Combining Lemma 2.2 with Proposition 1.7, we get: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let F be a number field with cyclic ideal class group. 
Let K be an unramtfied abelian extension of degree n ouer F. Let 
m = [F’ : K]. Then E(K/F) splits if and only if (n, m) = 1. 
EXAMPLE. Let F= Q(m). Then Cl, is cyclic of order 4. Let 
K= F(fi). K is the unique unramitied abelian extension of degree 2 over 
F. By Proposition 2.3, E(K/F) does not split. K is Galois over Q (see 
Lemma 3.3 below) and G(K/Q)zZZ, x Z,. It follows that the extension 
E(K/Q): (1) -+ G(K’/K) 4 G(K’/Q) + G(K/Q) + (1) does not split. This is 
Wyman’s example in [13]. We will generalise this example in Section 4. 
(See Theorem 4.1. ) 
Note. In this example, we see that, unlike Q, E(K/F) does not 
necessarily split if K is a cyclic extension of F. Consequently, K, = K, is not 
a sufficient condition for E(K/F) to split. 
The following is a p-version of Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 with 
similar proof. 
hOPOSITION 2.4. Let p be a prime and F a number field such that 
Cl,(p) is cyclic. Let K be an unramified abelian extension of degree n =p’ 
over F. Let m=p”= [F’(p): K]. Then ker j=(Cl,(p)), and J=B,. 
Moreover, E(K/F) splits if and only if K= F’(p). 
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3 
In this section, we consider the splitting of E(K/F) and E(K/Q) when F 
is an imaginary quadratic field and K is an unramified abelian extension of 
F. As above G = G(K/F). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field and K an unramified 
abelian extension of F of odd degree. Then E( K/F) splits tf and only if G is 
cyclic and no ideal class of B (= G(F’/K)) becomes trivial in Cl,. 
Proof Suppose G is cyclic and J = (1). Then E(K/F) splits by (1) of 
Proposition 2.1 since F’ = K, = K, when G is cyclic, as remarked above, 
Conversely, suppose E(K/F) splits. Then, by Corollary 1.4, K, = K, and 
) kerjl = 1JI 1 GI. By a result in Feruta [4], G(K,/K,) is isomorphic to 
S(K/F)/T(K/F) where S(K/F), when KfF is unramilied, is z Hp3(G, Z) 
and T(K/F) z E,/(E,n N,,K). Now E, = { + 1 } and - 1 is a norm from 
K since the degree of K over F is odd. Therefore T(K/F) = (1). But since 
K,= K,, Feruta’s result implies that H-3(G, Z) = (1). By the structure 
theorem for H-3(G, Z), this can only happen when G is cyclic. (For the 
details of this structure theorem, see the proof of Proposition 3.7 below.) 
The Herbrand quotient for EK gives ) H’(G, EK)I = ) G( 1 p(G, Ek)I. But 
p(G, Ek) = (1) since NKIF: EK + E, is onto. Hence / kerj) = I G ) and 
therefore J = (1). 
Note. Theorem 3.1 again implies that K,= K, is not a sufficient 
condition for E(K/F) to split. We will see below that the genus and central 
class fields of K over Q are equal, independent of whether E(K/Q) splits or 
not. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field with odd class 
number. Let K be the Hilbert class field of F. Then E(K/F) splits tf and only 
if Cl, is cyclic. 
We next consider the splitting of E(K/Q), where K and F are as in 
Proposition 3.1. We first need 2 lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field and K an unramtfied 
abelian extension of F. Then K is Galois over Q. 
Proof Let z generate G(F/Q). Then T is complex conjugation and since 
G(F’/F) z Cl,, the action of 7 is induced by its action on an ideal of F. 
Hence r acts on G(F’/F) by inversion and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let kc Fc K be number fields such that K/k is Galois. Let 
p be a prime such that p does not divide [F : k]. If Er (K/F) splits, then 
Er (K/k) splits. 
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Proof Let c1 E H*(G(K/k), A(p)) and fi E H*(G(K/F), A(p)), A = Cl,, 
be the cohomology classes associated with the extensions E,(K/k) and 
E,(K/F), respectively. Let m = [F: k]. Let res: H*(G(K/k), A(p)) --f 
H*(G(K/F), A(p)) and car: H*(G(K/F), A(p)) + H*(G(K/k), A(p)) be the 
restriction and corestriction maps, respectively. Then res c( = /? and /? = 1 if 
E,(K/F) splits. Hence c? = car 0 res c( = 1. Since m is relatively prime to 
1 A(p)l, we get CI = 1 and E,(K/k) splits. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field and K an unramified 
abelian extension of odd degree over F. Then E,(KJQ) splits for every odd 
prime p tf and only tf G(K/F) is cyclic and no ideal class of B ( = G(F’/K)) 
becomes trivial in Cl,. 
Proof: If E,(K/Q) splits for odd prime p, then so does Et, (KJF) and the 
result is immediate from Theorem 3.1. Conversely, suppose G(K/F) is cyclic 
and J= (1). Then E(K/F) splits by Theorem 3.1. Now Lemma 3.4, with 
k = Q, implies that E,, (K/Q) splits if p is odd. 
EXAMPLE. Let F= Q(J-4027). Then C1,=Zj x Z,. There are four 
unramified extensions of degree 3 over F. For one of them, namely, 
K= F(9) where 9 is a root of x3 + 43x - 56, it is shown in Scholz and 
Taussky [ 111 that J has order 3. So E(K/Q) does not split. For the other 
three intermediate fields, J= (l), so the extensions E, (K/Q) split. 
All four of these fields have the property that their genus and central 
class fields over Q are equal. More generally, we have: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field with odd class number 
and K an unramified cyclic extension of F. Then the genus and central class 
fields of K over Q are equal. 
Proof As above, let K, and K, be the genus and central class fields of 
K over F. Let L, and L, be the genus and central class fields of K over Q. 
It is easy to see that L, c Kg and L, c KC. But K, = K, = F’ since K/F is 
cyclic. Thus [L, : Lg] is odd since [F’ : F] is odd. We also have a 
commutative diagram: 
W3(G(K/Q), Z)L H-‘(G(K/Q), A) 
I 
res 
I 
res 
H-3(G(K/F), Z) 2 H-‘(GWIF), A) 
I 
COI 
I 
COT 
W3(G(K/Q), Z)& H-‘(G(K/Q), A) 
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The vertical maps are restriction and corestriction and car ores is 
raising to the 2nd power. He3(G(K/I;), 2) = (1) since K/F is cyclic. Now 
im a** = G(K,/K,). (See the proof of Proposition 1.2.) Also, for the same 
reason, im B** = G(L,/L,). It follows that x2 = 1 for all x in G(L,/L,). 
Therefore L, = L,. . 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field and K an 
unramtfied abelian extension of F of degree 2’; t 2 1. If E(K/F) splits, then 
one of the following two cases occurs: 
(1) G is cyclic. In this case, - 1 is a global norm from K and ( J( = 1 
or 2 depending on whether or not - 1 is the norm of a unit of K. 
(2) GzZ,~-I x Z,, t 22. In this case, - 1 is not a global norm 
from K. 
Proof If E(K/F) splits, then 1 ker jl = 1 JI 1 G 1 and, as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1, S(K/F) = T(K/F) = E,/(E, n N,,K). So Hd3(G, Z) has 
order 1 or 2. Now it is known that if a group G is isomorphic to 
CIXCZX ... XCm, where the Cis are cyclic, then He3(G, Z)z 
@ Hom( Ci @ Cj, Q/Z) where the sum is over indices i and j where 1 < i < 
j<m. (For a proof, see Yamazaki [14].) In particular, 1 HW3(G, Z)l = 
n (I Ci 1, I Cjl ) where ( , ) denotes greatest common divisor and the 
product is over all i< j. So if each Ci has order a power of p, where p is 
a prime, then the p-rank of H-3(G, Z) is m(m - 1)/2. 
Consequently, in our case, if I Hp3(G, Z)( = 1, then G is cyclic and 
- 1 is a global norm. Also, since I ker jl = 1 G ) 1 p(G, EK)I , 1 JI = 
) E,/N,,E,/ = 1 or 2 depending on whether or not - 1 E N,,E,. If, 
however, IW3(G, Z)l =2, then we have that GzZ2,-1 x Z,. Also 
1 T(K/F)I = 2, so - 14 N,,K. 
The, next proposition shows that case (1) above is a sufficient condition 
for E(K/F) to split. If we add the condition J= (1) to case (2), we again 
get that E(K/F) splits. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let F and K be as in Proposition 3.7. 
(1) Zf G is cyclic and I J I = 1 or 2 depending on whether or not - 1 is 
the norm of a unit of K, then E(K/F) splits. 
(2) If GzZZ,i-~xZ,,t>2, -l#NKIFK, and J=(l), then E(K/F) 
splits. 
Proof: (1) In this case, by Proposition 1.7, it suffices to show that 
I ker j I = I JI I G I. Since G is cyclic, I ker j I = I G I I E,/N,,E,I . But 
I E,/N,,,E,( = I JI by the conditions on J. 
(2) In this case, S(K/F) = W3(G, Z) has order 2 and since - 1 # NKIFK, 
T(K/F) has order 2 also. Now Corollary 1.6 implies that E(K/F) splits. 
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COROLLARY 3.9. Let F be an imaginary quadratic field and let K be 
the 2-Hilbert class field of F, i.e., K is the maximal unramtfied abelian 
2-extension of F. Then E(K/F) splits if and only if (1) G is cyclic or (2) 
G z Zzt-l x Z, for some t > 2 and - I$ N,,K. 
Proof This follows easily by noting that J= (1) since B = G(F’/K) has 
order prime to 2 and that 1 ker j I= 1 G I. 
4 
In this section, we will use the above results, together with work of 
Kisilevsky and Gold, to determine, in some cases, the splitting of E(K/Q) 
when K is an imaginary bicyclic biquadratic field. We first give two results, 
due to Gold, whose proofs can be found in [6]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K/k be a cyclic extension of number fields. Let k’ be the 
Hilbert class field of k. If k’ n K = k, then E( K/k) splits. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let K/k be a Galois extension of number fiel& such that 
G(Kfk) x Z, x Z,. Suppose that E(K/L) splits for every intermediate field L 
between k and K. Suppose also that at least one of the intermediate fields has 
odd class number. Then E(Kfk) splits. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p and q be primes such that p z 1 (mod 4) and 
q = 3 (mod 4). Let K and F be one of the following: 
(1) K=Q(Jp,J-l)andF=Q(J-p) 
(2) K=Q(Jp, ,/-2)andF=Q(,/-2p) 
(3) K=Q(&, J-4) amiF= Q(,/-2q) 
(4) K= Q(,/P, J-4) andF= Q(,/-pq). 
Then C1,(2) is cyclic and K is the unique unramified abelian extension of 
degree two over F. Conversely, any imaginary quadratic field F with cyclic 2- 
class group must be one of these fields. Moreover E(K/Q) splits tf and only 
tf the class number of F is = 2 (mod 4). More spec$caily, E(K,Q) splits tf 
and only tf 
(1) K=Q(Jp,J--l), F=Q(,/--p), andp=5 (mod8) 
(2) K=Q(,/p,J-2), F=Q(,/-2p), andpz5(mod8) 
(3) K=Q(& J-q), F=Q(J-2q), and q=3 (mod 8) 
(4) K=Q(,/p, J-q), F= Q(,/-pq), and p is a non-residue mod q. 
Proof It is straightforward to check that K/F is unramified. By a well- 
known theorem of Gauss, for an imaginary quadratic field F, the number 
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of generators of C1,(2) is t - 1, where t is the number of distinct prime 
divisors of the discriminant of F. (For a proof, see Conner and Hurrelbrink 
[l, p. 1361.) It follows that, in each case, CL,(2) is cyclic and these four 
cases give all imaginary quadratic fields with 2-class group cyclic. 
By Proposition 2.4, we have 1 kerj 1 = 2 and therefore E( K/F) splits if and 
only if K= F’(2), the 2-Hilbert class field of F. But this happens if and only 
if 1 Cl,1 ~2 (mod 4). So it suffices to show that if E(K/F) splits, then 
E(K/Q) splits. But this is easy to see because C1,(2) is cyclic and therefore 
K = F’(2) has odd class number. 
The final statement follows from the classification of all imaginary 
quadratic fields with 1 Cl,1 E 2 (mod 4). This is a result of Redei and 
Reichardt [lo]. A proof can also be found in Conner and Hurrelbrink [ 1, 
p. 1431. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let p and q be primes such that p-q = 1 (mod 4). Let 
F= Q(&pq) and K= Q(,/p, J-q). Then E(K/Q) splits if and only ifp 
is a quadratic non-residue mod q. 
ProoJ: Q(,/p) has odd class number so Lemma 4.1 implies that 
E(K/Q(,/p)) splits. It is clear that if M is the Hilbert class field of 
Q(,/-q), then Mn K=Q(,/-q). So Lemma4.1 also implies that 
E(K/Q(,/-q)) splits. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that E(K/Q) splits if and 
only if E(K/F) splits. 
Since p E 1 (mod 4), the norm of the fundamental unit of Q(,/p) is - 1. 
Hence - 1 E N,,E, and 1 kerjl = 2. 
Let P be the prime ideal of F lying above p. Then the ideal class, [P], 
of P is in ker j and [P] is in J if and only if P splits into distinct prime 
ideals of K and this happens if and only if p splits completely in Q(&- q). 
(For the details of this argument, see Lemma 2 in [S].) Therefore, [P] E J 
if and only if (-q/p) = 1 if and only if (p/q) = 1, where ( / ) denotes the 
Legendre symbol, So by Proposition 1.7, E(K/F) splits if and only if 
(p/4)= -1. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let p and q be primes such that p-q z 3 (mod 4). Let 
F= Q(,/--Pq) and K= Q(~P, J-q). 
(1) If(p/q)= -1, then E(K/Q) splits. 
(2) If (p/q) = 1 and q = 3 (mod 8), then E( K/Q) splits. 
(3) If (p/q) = 1 and q s 7 (mod 8), then E(K/Q) does not split. 
Proof: Note that Q(Jp) and Q(,/ -4) both have odd class number, so 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 imply that E(K/Q) splits if and only if E(K/F) splits. 
Since p E 3 (mod 4), we have that - 1$ N,,E,. Hence / kerjl = 4 and 
I Jl = 2 or 4. Therefore, E(K/F) splits if and only if I JI = 2. 
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(1) Suppose (p/q)= - 1. Then C1,(2) is cyclic. (See [l, p. 1731.) 
Thus J is cyclic and since any element of J is killed by 2, we have ( J I = 2 
and E(K/F) splits. 
(2) Suppose (p/q) = 1 and q 5 3 (mod 8). It follows from Redei and 
Reichardt [lo] (see also [8, p. 71 for a statement) that C1,(2) has no 
element of order 4. Since it has rank two, we have C1,(2) z Z, x Z2. SO 
again we get ( J( = 2 and E(K/F) splits. 
(3) If (P/4)=1 and q = 7 (mod 8), the same result of Redei and 
Reichardt implies that Cl,(2) contains an element of order 4. We also 
have, by a result of Kubota [9], that 
h(K) = NQ(,h) MQ(,/ - 4)) WY2. 
Since h(Q(Jp)) and h(Q(,/-q)) are both odd, we get 
I C1,Wl = I C1,(2W. 
Hence K’(2)=F’(2) and G= G(K/F) acts trivially on Cl,(2). It follows 
that J=Cl,(2),. To prove that E(&‘Q) d oes not split, therefore, it suffices 
to show that rk-C1,(2) = 2. 
It follows from Theorems 11 and 13 in Cornell and Rosen [3] that 
rk-C1.(2)=t-rk(E,/Wk)-1 where k=Q(J--q), t is the number of 
primes of k which ramify in K, and W, = E, n N,,K. 
Since the Legendre symbol ( -4q/p) = (p/q) = 1 and q = 7 (mod 8), p and 
2 both split in k. Thus t = 4. 
If P is a prime of k which lies above p, then the local Hilbert symbol 
(-l,p)p=(-l)(p--l)/*~ - 1. Hence - 1 is not a global norm from K and 
rk(E,/W,) = 1. Therefore rk-Cl,(2) = 2 and E(K/Q) does not split. 
In [8], Kisilevsky computes ker j and J for all imaginary quadratic fields 
for which the 2-class group is Z, x Z,. For unramilied abelian extensions 
of degree 2 over such fields, the splitting of E(K/F) can be determined. 
Specifically, E(K/F) splits if and only if 1 kerjl = 2 ( JJ . The previous two 
theorems include two of the cases considered by Kisilevsky. Other cases 
can be done in a similar way. Finally, we give a numerical example of one 
of these other cases. This example shows that E(K/Q) may not split for an 
abelian extension of Q even though the genus and central class fields of K 
over Q are equal. 
EXAMPLE. Let F= Q(J- 195). Then Cl,= Z2 x Z2. Let K, = F(JS), 
K2 = F(,/l3), and K3 = F(d- 3) be the three unramified cyclic extensions 
of degree 2 over F. It is shown in Kisilevsky [I 8 J that ker j has order 2 for 
each one of these fields. Therefore, each E(KJF) splits if and only if J= (1). 
For K,, JJI =2 and for Kz and K,, J= (1). Thus E(K,/F) and E(K,/F) 
both split while E( K,/F) does not. Since E(K,/F) does not split, E( K,/Q) 
does not either. We claim that E(KJQ) and E(KJQ) both split. We give 
a proof for K,. The proof for K3 is similar. Let 15 = (Q ,,/%?) and 
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M= (Q a), the other two intermediate fields besides F between K, 
and Q. Since L has class number one and KJL is cyclic, E(K,/L) also 
splits. Let M’ be the Hilbert class field of M, By Lemma 4.2, to see that 
E(K,/M) splits, it suffices to show that M’n K2 = M. But this follows 
easily since K2 is not unramified over M. Hence, by Lemma 4.3, E(K,/Q) 
splits. 
As a final note to this example, we show that the genus and central class 
fields of K1 over Q are equal even though E(K,/Q) does not split and K, 
is an abelian extension of Q. Let Fg be the genus field of F over Q. From 
genus theory, we have Fg= Q(J5, ,/13, J-3)= F(J5, J13), implying 
that Fg = F’. Since KJF is cyclic, the genus and central class fields of K, 
over F are both equal to F’. It follows that the genus and central class 
fields of K, over Q are between Fg and F’ and therefore are equal. 
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